
Leaving behind the soldiers & sailors boots 

In 2007, Gosport’s Royal Military Hospital Haslar
was scheduled for closure. Experienced
Podiatrist Katrina Waller’s role rehabilitating
service personnel and getting them back on their
feet was moving on. Rather than return to the
NHS, Katrina felt the time was right to move on
herself and set up her own practice.

Compleet Feet was
established 40 miles North
from Gosport in Alton. The
practice, quickly expanded
with Katrina taking a course
in non-surgical aesthetic
procedures, which in turn
led to the purchase of an
Ng:YAG thermal laser.

Combining Katrina’s
aesthetics and podiatry
expertise meant the obvious
application was in treating Onychomycosis (toe nail
fungal infections). She explains what happened next.

Desperately seeking effective treatment

At the time Compleet Feet was one of the first in the UK
to use a laser to treat fungal infections. Although I had
done my research, I never expected there to be so much
demand. I had people coming to me from as far away as
Cornwall and Guernsey. People were desperate to get
their nails sorted. That was when I realised just how
significant the market is for an effective treatment. The
infection seems to have a huge psychological and
physical impact on people. It is uncomfortable and
unsightly. It stops people doing things because their feet
hurt or they are embarrassed about the appearance.

Too hot to handle

I had more and more people coming through my door
but the thermal laser had its problems:
• It is painful.
• A cooler-unit is essential to keep the pain just about

manageable.
• And the complexity of the treatment reduces the

efficacy. The necessary cooling may even prevent the
treated area getting hot enough to weaken and
ultimately kill the fungus.

I wasn’t getting the ‘clinical cures’ I expected. Some
patients needed as many as twelve treatments to get the
clinical cure and that wasn’t good enough. I found out
about, and researched Lunula. Most significant were the
clinical trials by Robert Sullivan of the Midleton Clinic. He
approached his study with scientific scepticism and his
results were really convincing – and are worth reading.

Too good to be true

I bought my Lunula laser in January 2014. I couldn’t get
over how easy it was to use. I take samples from each
patient and use cultures to test for mycology before and
after treatment. They were all coming back negative –
which means any
infection has been
cleared. I thought I had
a faulty batch of
cultures until one came
back positive. Actually
they were fine – the
Lunula was giving me
these incredible results.
I’ve not turned on the
hot laser since. I was so
impressed that I bought
my second Lunula in
May and opened a new
clinic in Brighton. 
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I realised just how significant the market is for an effective treatment for toe nail infections. Often
those that come to me are people who have tried everything and have struggled to get an answer. “ “

LUNULA LASER

KATRINA WALLER



To see how to do it:  
www.compleetfeet.co.uk

Lunula is safer, easier, quicker. Compared with a hot laser,
Lunula can treat more people. So we’ve benefitted twice
– it has freed up capacity to get more patients in – both
for fungal infections as well as other treatments. And
results are more consistently successful and achieved
more quickly. 

As easy as 1...2...3...

1. The Lunula system kills the infection;
2. It helps stimulate the immune system to fight the

infection as well;
3. It encourages better circulation in the feet which

increases the rate of new nail growth. The secret is to
get the damaged nails to grow out as quickly as
possible – reducing the risk of re-infection or relapse.

We are seeing more patients and they seem typically to
be delighted. That there is no pain and that’s really
appreciated by patients who have swapped from hot
laser treatment.

The challenge?

People don’t realise how infectious toe nail fungus is. One
nail quickly becomes five, they get worse and become
damaged. Onychomycosis is the hardest conditions of its
type to treat. (Until now: ineffective paint on treatments;
toxic anti-fungal medication; lasers that necessarily burn.)

Not everyone is the same. We expect a minimum of four
treatments but some people need as many as eight. A
well trained podiatrist will manage expectations and help
educate patients to make some simple lifestyle changes
– getting rid of old shoes; looking out for athletes foot;
keeping feet clean and dry; making sure infected
partners are treated.

Is the investment worth it?

Lunula has already paid for itself. Within one year, from
nothing, a third of all my revenue is down to Lunula. 

If I’d stuck as a podiatrist and done nothing else, the best
I could do to increase my income was put my prices up.
With Lunula, I can treat more people in the same time
AND in less than a year I’ve got three clinics instead of one. 

What does the future look like? 

I am buying a third Lunula and have just opened a third
clinic in Emsworth. I’ve trained up three staff members
and ensure we maintain the highest standards. I insist
they all have core training and anyone using lasers
should have the ‘Core of Knowledge’ qualification.

As many as one in ten of the population has infected
nails, most just don’t realise. So there is plenty of
potential for the market to grow.

I think it is important to get the message out there. I’m
trying to help – we’ve just launched a new website –
www.fungalnailspecialists.co.uk – that we hope will
help build understanding and direct patients to
treatment. I am also involved with the Laser Foot
Group – podiatrists that specialise in the use of lasers
for podiatry.

Lunula is safer and easier & less time consuming. Compared with a hot laser, a single Lunula can treat more people.
So we’ve benefitted twice from one investment – it has freed up clinical capacity to get more patients in – both for other
treatments as well as for more fungal nail treatments, which are more consistently successful & achieved more quickly. 
“ “
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